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Introduction  

Sub-Band Coding (SBC) is a signal spectrum-based coding technique which compresses voice 

signals based on the fact that the human ear has different sensitivities to different frequency signals. 

This technique can be applied to voice product applications. Using the Sub-Band Coding algorithm 

and an HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC, which can directly drive speakers, a much simplified 

process is provided to add voice functions to general purpose HT32 MCUs to meet various voice 

application requirements. 

Functional Description 

Sub-Band Coding Compression Algorithm 

Unprocessed voice source files (wav) can occupy a lot of memory space. Therefore, voice source 

files are usually compressed before being stored in memory. When a voice is required to be played, 

it will be read out from the memory, decompressed and then finally played. 

The Sub-band compression algorithm can divide the voice source spectrum, ranging from 50Hz to 

7000Hz, into 16 sub-bands for segmental compression. Each voice segment takes 320 words for 

compression with a compression ratio of 16:1. Taking a voice signal with a sampling rate of 

16kHz/16-bit as an example, the compression specifications are shown in the following table. 
Sub-Band Coding Compression Algorithm Specifications 

Input 

Sampling rate 16kHz, 16-bit Data 
Voice bandwidth 50Hz ~7000Hz 
Time of each voice segment 20ms 
Data of each voice segment 320×16 bits 

Output Bit rate after compressed 16K bit/s 

MCU Basic Resource Requirements 

The basic requirements for general purpose HT32 MCU resources for SBC voice processing are 

introduced as follows. 
MCU Resource Requirements 

MCU Operating Frequency 20MHz 
Flash (KB) 15KB 

SRAM (KB) 3KB 
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SBC Decompression Time 
MCU Operating Frequency Time of Each Segmental Decompression (320 words) 

20MHz 12ms 
40MHz 6ms 
48MHz 5ms 

Compressed Voice Data Storage Space 

The following table shows the relationship between the voice time length and the required storage 

space when a 16kHz/16-bit original audio source has been compressed using the SBC algorithm. 
Compressed Voice Data Storage Space 

Seconds 16 32 64 
Required space 32KB 64KB 128KB 

The Sub-Band Coding algorithm provides a compression solution with a high compression ratio. 
Generally speaking, the compressed voice data can be stored in the MCU internal Flash. If there is 
a longer voice time requirement, an external SPI Flash ROM can be used to store the voice data. 

The hardware processing architecture diagram is as follows. 

On-chip Flash

Sub-Band 
Decode

PWM
HT82V742

Audio PWM Driver

 
Hardware Architecture Diagram - Voice Data Stored in HT32 Internal Flash 

SPI Flash

Sub-Band 
Decode HT82V742

SPI PWM

HT32 MCU
Audio PWM Driver

 
Hardware Architecture Diagram - Voice Data Stored in External SPI Flash 

HT32 Voice Tool 

The HT32 Voice Tool is an SBC voice compression workshop specially developed by Holtek for 

HT32 MCUs, which integrates the following functions: 

 Generate an SBC voice play program example - Keil Project 

 Add voice data (wav) and compress it using an SBC algorithm 

 Integrate the program example with SBC voice data and compile them 

 Download to the MCU internal Flash/external SPI Flash 

When the HT32 Voice Tool has compressed the voice data using an SBC algorithm, it will compile 
the voice data together with the program example and also provides the programming function for 
the program and voice data. After that, the selected general purpose HT32 MCU will execute the 
SBC voice data decompression function and then use the GPTM, MCTM or PWM or other MCU 
Timer Modules to generate the audio PWM modulation signal. The signal will be sent to the 
HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC that can directly drive a speaker to output the voice without 
requiring an additional dedicated voice IC.  
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Instructions 

Development Environment 

Holtek provides a development environment that combines the HT32 Voice Tool, the HT32 MCU 

development board and the ESK-A9A21 voice expansion board. This allows users to easily build 

program examples which include a voice function and develop voice related products, greatly 

shortening the early-stage development time.  

 General purpose HT32 MCU 

 HT82V742 Audio PWM Driver IC (1.5W @5V / 8Ω load) 

 Sub-Band Coding (SBC) algorithm 

 Coding and packing tool - HT32 Voice Tool 

 HT32 voice expansion board - ESK-A9A21 

PC
Micro USB

Voice 
Output

HT32 Voice 
Expansion Board

ESK-A9A21

General Purpose 
HT32 MCU

Development BoardHT32 Voice Tool

+

 

HT32 MCU Development Board 
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1. USB_B：e-Link32 Lite - for program/data download, emulation 

2. GPIO/ Expansion connector 

3. GPIO/ Expansion connector 

4. Download connector 

5. SWD-10P connector 

6. Reset key 

7. USB_A: USB interface 

 SBC Voice Compression Solution Supported HT32 MCUs 

M0+ 

HT32F0008 HT32F52352  
M3 

HT32F12345 
HT32F50241 HT32F52354  HT32F12364 
HT32F50343 HT32F52367  HT32F12366 
HT32F52241 HT32F57341    
HT32F52253 HT32F57352    
HT32F52341     

ESK32-A9A21 Voice Expansion Board 

The ESK32-A9A21 is an advanced expansion board designed for the ESK32-305xx and ESK32-

301xx series of Starter Kits. It includes peripherals such as the HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC, 

input keys, SPI Flash, speaker connector, etc., providing more complete voice processing functions. 

 
1. Speaker output interface 

2. HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC 

3. PWM pin output selection 

4. 128Mbit SPI Flash - MX25L128 

5. Basic Demo key functions, from left to right are pause, play, volume up, volume down functions. 
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PWM Pin Selections 
 Supported IC PWM Output Pin Pin 

M0+ 

HT32F52341 PWM 2A / PWM 2B 6 / 12 
HT32F52241 PWM 2A / PWM 2B 6 / 12 
HT32F52253 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F52354 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F52367 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F50343 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F52352 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F50241 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F57341 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F57352 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F0008 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 

M3 
HT32F12366 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 
HT32F12345 PWM 3A / PWM 3B 21 / 22 
HT32F12364 PWM 1A / PWM 1B 13 / 14 

Development Process 

Voice File Encoding 

Voice files are encoded using the HT32 Voice Tool to generate Keil projects. The detailed operating 

steps are as follows: 

 Step 1: New project - the program example will be loaded automatically 

1

2

3

4 5 6

7

 

1. Click “New Project” to create a new project 

2. Set the project name 

3. Select the project path 

4. Select an HT32 MCU 

5. Select a compression mode - currently only SBC compression is supported 

6. Select a location for storing the compressed voice data 

7. Click "OK" to generate a project file 
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 Step 2: Add voice data in a WAV file format and compress it using SBC 

1

2

3

 

1. Click “Voice” to select the voice editing function 

2. Click "+" to add a voice file 

3. Select a .wav voice file to be encoded 

Original Voice File 
Sampling Rate Compressed Output Bit Rate Compressed File Size

 

When the voice data has been added, the compression rate can be selected, the compressed file 

size can be displayed and the voice file can be played, as shown in the figure above. Different 

MCUs support different sampling rates for original voice files. If the sampling rate exceeds the 

MCU supported range, the voice file will be automatically resampled and then compressed 

according to the MCU supported sampling rate. 

Supported sampling rate ranges: 

M0+ 

HT32F0008 6kHz ~ 16kHz  
M3 

HT32F12345 6kHz ~ 44.1kHz 
HT32F50241 6kHz ~ 11.025kHz  HT32F12364 6kHz ~ 44.1kHz 
HT32F50343 6kHz ~ 22.05kHz  HT32F12366 6kHz ~ 44.1kHz 
HT32F52241 6kHz ~ 22.05kHz     
HT32F52253 6kHz ~ 22.05kHz     
HT32F52341 6kHz ~ 16kHz     
HT32F52352 6kHz ~ 32kHz     
HT32F52354 6kHz ~ 16kHz     
HT32F52367 6kHz ~ 22.05kHz     
HT32F57341 6kHz ~ 22.05kHz     
HT32F57341 6kHz ~ 22.05kHz     
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 Step 3: Compile the project - select a Keil path before compilation 

 

 Step 4: Download the compressed voice file to the Flash memory 

 

The HT32 Voice Tool will automatically generate a program example project that can be used 

together with the ESK-A9A21 voice expansion board. The opening path is as follows: 

Path: project directory > Program > MDK_ARMv5 > *.uvprojx 

   

Voice Processing Library 

The SBC decompression, audio PWM modulation and other related processing programs are 

provided in a lib file format with the following storage path: 
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Library Function Description 
Function Name void VOICE_CfgInit(void) 

Function System initialisation settings such as system frequency, Timers, PWM and external SPI 
Flash etc. 

Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void VOICE_Volume(u32 volume) 
Function Playing volume setting 

Input Volume: the playing volume ranges from step 0 to 87, a total of 88 steps. The volume 
is from small to large, the volume ranges from -32dB to 11dB, 0 is mute, 65 is 0dB 

Output Null 
 

Function Name void VOICE_Play(u32 voice_index, u32 voice_volume) 
Function Start decoding and playing voice 

Input voice_index: playing voice index  
voice_volume: same to VOICE_Volume( ) 

Output Null 
 

Function Name void VOICE_VolumeDown(void) 
Function Volume goes down by one step 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void VOICE_VolumeUp(void) 
Function Volume goes up by one step 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void VOICE_Pause(void) 
Function Pause playing voice 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void VOICE_Resume(void) 
Function Resume playing voice 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void VOICE_Stop(void) 
Function Stop playing voice 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void VOICE_NextSong(void) 
Function Play the next voice 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name FlagStatus VOICE_Finish(void) 
Function Voice playing finish flag 
Input Null 
Output FlagStatus = 1 (finished)；0 (playing) 

 
Function Name void VOICE_IRQHandler(void) 
Function Audio PWM Modulation Signal Output Processing 
Input Null 
Output Null 

 
Function Name void PLAY_SENTENCE(u32 voice_index, u32 voice_volume) 
Function Start playing sentence 

Input voice_index: playing sentence index 
voice_volume: same to VOICE_Volume( ) 

Output Null 
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Function Name void SENTENCE_Stop(void) 
Function Stop playing sentence 
Input Null 
Output Null 

Program Example Flow 

Start

System variable 
initialisation

Enable specified 
interrupts

I/O pin 
configuration

Stop Play voice Volume + Volume -

Key scanning

 

Operating Process Description 

The program example is used to handle the SBC decoding and PWM voice signal output, which 

are executed in two interrupt programs. BFTM0_IRQHandler() executes the SBC decoding 

function and VOICE_TM_IRQHandler() executes the PWM voice signal output function. 

The 320 words of voice data are decoded each time during the SBC decoding and the Ping-Pong 

buffer is used to store the 640 words of decoded voice data. When the main program detects that 

the play key has been pressed, it will pre-decode 2 segments of voice data to fill the ping-pong 

buffer and then start BFTM0_IRQHandler() and VOICE_TM_IRQHandler() to process subsequent 

decoding and PWM signal output tasks. 
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The program flow is shown in the following figure. 

Key scanning

Stop Play Voice Volume + Volume -

Decode voice data and store in
PingPongBuffer[0]

Decode voice data and store in
PingPongBuffer[1]

Enable PWM and BFTM 
interrupts

VOICE_Volume(vol)

VOICE_DecDeal( )

VOICE_Stop( )

VOICE_Play( )

 

It should be noted that the decoding rate must be faster than the playing rate in applications, 

otherwise there will be no data to play resulting in a wrong sound being played. Therefore, 

depending on the operating frequency of the MCUs previously listed, the maximum voice sampling 

rate that can be supported may also be limited. 

 Voice Signal Decoding 

The SBC decoding is executed by BFTM0_IRQHandler(). Timer 0 in the Basic Function Timer 

Module is used to trigger an interrupt event at regular intervals. Every time, it will check 

whether the data in PingPongBuffer[0] or PingPongBuffer[1] has been read by the PWM. If it 

has not been completed, this interrupt will be ended; otherwise, the SBC decoding of the next 

voice data will be executed. After decoding, the value is adjusted according to the set volume 

and then converted into a voice resolution range compatible with the PWM output resolution 

and finally stored in the PingPongBuffer. The processing flow is shown in the following figure. 

Power on

Check whether the data has been 
moved in PingPongBuffer[ ]

SBC decoding

Adjust the value according to the current 
volume

Convert to a value range compatible with 
PWM resolution

 Store results in PingPongBuffer[ ]

Return

No

1

2

3

Yes
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1. 320 words of voice data will be decoded each time during the SBC decoding. 

2. The volume adjustment formula is as follows: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 =
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 × 𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
 

where 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ SBC voice decoding data 

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 ⋯⋯⋯⋯Target volume value in dB 

𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ⋯⋯⋯Original volume value in dB 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯The data width is 16 bits 

3. The formula to rescale to voice resolution is as follows: 

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣_𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ×
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑧𝑧𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑧𝑧

 / 65536 

where 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 ⋯⋯  MCU operating frequency 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟_𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑣𝑣 ⋯⋯PWM output carrier frequency(64kHz) 

 Voice Signal Output 

This is the PWM output for the voice signal executed by VOICE_TM_IRQHandler(). The 

PWM modulation signal will be sent by the GPTM, MCTM or PWM module etc., depending 

upon the MCU. Use the selected module to send out two signals (PWM_A, PWM_B) whose 

carrier frequency is 64kHz and update the PWM pulse width when the interrupt is triggered. 

Since the PWM carrier frequency is 64kHz, which is to say that the pulse width must be updated 

every 1⁄64000 seconds and the original voice does not have such a high sampling rate, therefore 

the voice data will be resampled by linear interpolation. 

As shown in the following figure, the original voice data has a sampling rate of 16kHz and is 

resampled as 64kHz. (Each MCU supported sampling rate range is different, here we take 

16kHz as an example.) 
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746
data

973
data

1200
data

PWM_A

PWM_B

64kHz
Voice Resolution

64kHz
Voice Resolution

746
data

973
data

1200
data

16kHz

Resample as 64kHz

64kHz

 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝐴𝐴 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃_𝐵𝐵 = 𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑑𝑑𝑉𝑉𝑣𝑣𝑉𝑉 − 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 
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Secondary Development Instructions 

 Step 1: Open an example program project created by the Voice Tool 

 

 Step 2: Modify the function pin definition as required. The related files: key.h, 

PWM_CONFIG.H 

 

Take the PA1 pin as an example: To change the KEY_1_PORT from the original PB13 to PA8, 

the program content modification is shown in the figure above. 

 

HT_GPIOA 

8 
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 Step 3: Modify or add a function 

The related functions used for the key scanning and voice playing functions in the example 

program are located in the key.c file, which can be modified or added  according to 

requirements. 

 

Conclusion 

The HT32 MCU together with the Sub-Band Coding algorithm and the HT82V742 Audio PWM 

Driver IC are used to develop products with voice functions, making it easier for users to get started. 

The HT32 Voice Tool can provide a complete solution for voice compression, program and data 

download, voice decompression and playback, which can significantly reduce the user development 

time. 

Reference File 

For more information, consult to the Holtek official website: www.holtek.com. 

http://www.holtek.com/
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Revision and Modification Information 
Date Author Issue Modification Information 

2022.03.10 王政偉 (Ben Wang) V1.00 First Version 

Disclaimer 

All information, trademarks, logos, graphics, videos, audio clips, links and other items appearing 

on this website ('Information') are for reference only and is subject to change at any time without 

prior notice and at the discretion of Holtek Semiconductor Inc. and its related companies 

(hereinafter 'Holtek', 'the company', 'us', 'we' or 'our'). Whilst Holtek endeavors to ensure the 

accuracy of the Information on this website, no express or implied warranty is given by Holtek to 

the accuracy of the Information. Holtek shall bear no responsibility for any incorrectness or leakage. 

Holtek shall not be liable for any damages (including but not limited to computer virus, system 

problems or data loss) whatsoever arising in using or in connection with the use of this website by 

any party. There may be links in this area, which allow you to visit the websites of other companies. 

These websites are not controlled by Holtek. Holtek will bear no responsibility and no guarantee to 

whatsoever Information displayed at such sites. Hyperlinks to other websites are at your own risk. 

Limitation of Liability 

In no event shall Holtek Limited be liable to any other party for any loss or damage whatsoever or 

howsoever caused directly or indirectly in connection with your access to or use of this website, the 

content thereon or any goods, materials or services. 

Governing Law 

The Disclaimer contained in the website shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with 

the laws of the Republic of China. Users will submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the 

Republic of China courts. 

Update of Disclaimer 

Holtek reserves the right to update the Disclaimer at any time with or without prior notice, all 

changes are effective immediately upon posting to the website. 
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Introduction	

Sub-Band Coding (SBC) is a signal spectrum-based coding technique which compresses voice signals based on the fact that the human ear has different sensitivities to different frequency signals. This technique can be applied to voice product applications. Using the Sub-Band Coding algorithm and an HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC, which can directly drive speakers, a much simplified process is provided to add voice functions to general purpose HT32 MCUs to meet various voice application requirements.

Functional Description

Sub-Band Coding Compression Algorithm

Unprocessed voice source files (wav) can occupy a lot of memory space. Therefore, voice source files are usually compressed before being stored in memory. When a voice is required to be played, it will be read out from the memory, decompressed and then finally played.

The Sub-band compression algorithm can divide the voice source spectrum, ranging from 50Hz to 7000Hz, into 16 sub-bands for segmental compression. Each voice segment takes 320 words for compression with a compression ratio of 16:1. Taking a voice signal with a sampling rate of 16kHz/16-bit as an example, the compression specifications are shown in the following table.

		Sub-Band Coding Compression Algorithm Specifications



		Input

		Sampling rate

		16kHz, 16-bit Data



		

		Voice bandwidth

		50Hz ~7000Hz



		

		Time of each voice segment

		20ms



		

		Data of each voice segment

		320×16 bits



		Output

		Bit rate after compressed

		16K bit/s





MCU Basic Resource Requirements

The basic requirements for general purpose HT32 MCU resources for SBC voice processing are introduced as follows.

		MCU Resource Requirements



		MCU Operating Frequency

		20MHz



		Flash (KB)

		15KB



		SRAM (KB)

		3KB





SBC Decompression Time

		MCU Operating Frequency

		Time of Each Segmental Decompression (320 words)



		20MHz

		12ms



		40MHz

		6ms



		48MHz

		5ms





Compressed Voice Data Storage Space

The following table shows the relationship between the voice time length and the required storage space when a 16kHz/16-bit original audio source has been compressed using the SBC algorithm.

		Compressed Voice Data Storage Space



		Seconds

		16

		32

		64



		Required space

		32KB

		64KB

		128KB





The Sub-Band Coding algorithm provides a compression solution with a high compression ratio. Generally speaking, the compressed voice data can be stored in the MCU internal Flash. If there is a longer voice time requirement, an external SPI Flash ROM can be used to store the voice data.

The hardware processing architecture diagram is as follows.





Hardware Architecture Diagram - Voice Data Stored in HT32 Internal Flash





Hardware Architecture Diagram - Voice Data Stored in External SPI Flash

HT32 Voice Tool

The HT32 Voice Tool is an SBC voice compression workshop specially developed by Holtek for HT32 MCUs, which integrates the following functions:

· Generate an SBC voice play program example - Keil Project

· Add voice data (wav) and compress it using an SBC algorithm

· Integrate the program example with SBC voice data and compile them

· Download to the MCU internal Flash/external SPI Flash

When the HT32 Voice Tool has compressed the voice data using an SBC algorithm, it will compile the voice data together with the program example and also provides the programming function for the program and voice data. After that, the selected general purpose HT32 MCU will execute the SBC voice data decompression function and then use the GPTM, MCTM or PWM or other MCU Timer Modules to generate the audio PWM modulation signal. The signal will be sent to the HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC that can directly drive a speaker to output the voice without requiring an additional dedicated voice IC. 

Instructions

Development Environment

Holtek provides a development environment that combines the HT32 Voice Tool, the HT32 MCU development board and the ESK-A9A21 voice expansion board. This allows users to easily build program examples which include a voice function and develop voice related products, greatly shortening the early-stage development time. 

· General purpose HT32 MCU

· HT82V742 Audio PWM Driver IC (1.5W @5V / 8Ω load)

· Sub-Band Coding (SBC) algorithm

· Coding and packing tool - HT32 Voice Tool

· HT32 voice expansion board - ESK-A9A21





HT32 MCU Development Board





1. USB_B：e-Link32 Lite - for program/data download, emulation

2. GPIO/ Expansion connector

3. GPIO/ Expansion connector

4. Download connector

5. SWD-10P connector

6. Reset key

7. USB_A: USB interface

· SBC Voice Compression Solution Supported HT32 MCUs

		M0+

		HT32F0008

		HT32F52352

		

		M3

		HT32F12345



		

		HT32F50241

		HT32F52354

		

		

		HT32F12364



		

		HT32F50343

		HT32F52367

		

		

		HT32F12366



		

		HT32F52241

		HT32F57341

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52253

		HT32F57352

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52341

		

		

		

		





ESK32-A9A21 Voice Expansion Board

The ESK32-A9A21 is an advanced expansion board designed for the ESK32-305xx and ESK32-301xx series of Starter Kits. It includes peripherals such as the HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC, input keys, SPI Flash, speaker connector, etc., providing more complete voice processing functions.



1. Speaker output interface

2. HT82V742 audio PWM driver IC

3. PWM pin output selection

4. 128Mbit SPI Flash - MX25L128

5. Basic Demo key functions, from left to right are pause, play, volume up, volume down functions.


PWM Pin Selections

		

		Supported IC

		PWM Output Pin

		Pin



		M0+

		HT32F52341

		PWM 2A / PWM 2B

		6 / 12



		

		HT32F52241

		PWM 2A / PWM 2B

		6 / 12



		

		HT32F52253

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F52354

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F52367

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F50343

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F52352

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F50241

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F57341

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F57352

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F0008

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		M3

		HT32F12366

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14



		

		HT32F12345

		PWM 3A / PWM 3B

		21 / 22



		

		HT32F12364

		PWM 1A / PWM 1B

		13 / 14





Development Process

Voice File Encoding

Voice files are encoded using the HT32 Voice Tool to generate Keil projects. The detailed operating steps are as follows:

· Step 1: New project - the program example will be loaded automatically





1. Click “New Project” to create a new project

2. Set the project name

3. Select the project path

4. Select an HT32 MCU

5. Select a compression mode - currently only SBC compression is supported

6. Select a location for storing the compressed voice data

7. Click "OK" to generate a project file

· Step 2: Add voice data in a WAV file format and compress it using SBC





1. Click “Voice” to select the voice editing function

2. Click "+" to add a voice file

3. Select a .wav voice file to be encoded





When the voice data has been added, the compression rate can be selected, the compressed file size can be displayed and the voice file can be played, as shown in the figure above. Different MCUs support different sampling rates for original voice files. If the sampling rate exceeds the MCU supported range, the voice file will be automatically resampled and then compressed according to the MCU supported sampling rate.

Supported sampling rate ranges:

		M0+

		HT32F0008

		6kHz ~ 16kHz

		

		M3

		HT32F12345

		6kHz ~ 44.1kHz



		

		HT32F50241

		6kHz ~ 11.025kHz

		

		

		HT32F12364

		6kHz ~ 44.1kHz



		

		HT32F50343

		6kHz ~ 22.05kHz

		

		

		HT32F12366

		6kHz ~ 44.1kHz



		

		HT32F52241

		6kHz ~ 22.05kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52253

		6kHz ~ 22.05kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52341

		6kHz ~ 16kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52352

		6kHz ~ 32kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52354

		6kHz ~ 16kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F52367

		6kHz ~ 22.05kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F57341

		6kHz ~ 22.05kHz

		

		

		

		



		

		HT32F57341

		6kHz ~ 22.05kHz

		

		

		

		





· Step 3: Compile the project - select a Keil path before compilation





· Step 4: Download the compressed voice file to the Flash memory





The HT32 Voice Tool will automatically generate a program example project that can be used together with the ESK-A9A21 voice expansion board. The opening path is as follows:

Path: project directory > Program > MDK_ARMv5 > *.uvprojx

		

Voice Processing Library

The SBC decompression, audio PWM modulation and other related processing programs are provided in a lib file format with the following storage path:



Library Function Description

		Function Name

		void VOICE_CfgInit(void)



		Function

		System initialisation settings such as system frequency, Timers, PWM and external SPI Flash etc.



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_Volume(u32 volume)



		Function

		Playing volume setting



		Input

		Volume: the playing volume ranges from step 0 to 87, a total of 88 steps. The volume is from small to large, the volume ranges from -32dB to 11dB, 0 is mute, 65 is 0dB



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_Play(u32 voice_index, u32 voice_volume)



		Function

		Start decoding and playing voice



		Input

		voice_index: playing voice index 

voice_volume: same to VOICE_Volume( )



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_VolumeDown(void)



		Function

		Volume goes down by one step



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_VolumeUp(void)



		Function

		Volume goes up by one step



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_Pause(void)



		Function

		Pause playing voice



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_Resume(void)



		Function

		Resume playing voice



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_Stop(void)



		Function

		Stop playing voice



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void VOICE_NextSong(void)



		Function

		Play the next voice



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		FlagStatus VOICE_Finish(void)



		Function

		Voice playing finish flag



		Input

		Null



		Output

		FlagStatus = 1 (finished)；0 (playing)







		Function Name

		void VOICE_IRQHandler(void)



		Function

		Audio PWM Modulation Signal Output Processing



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void PLAY_SENTENCE(u32 voice_index, u32 voice_volume)



		Function

		Start playing sentence



		Input

		voice_index: playing sentence index

voice_volume: same to VOICE_Volume( )



		Output

		Null







		Function Name

		void SENTENCE_Stop(void)



		Function

		Stop playing sentence



		Input

		Null



		Output

		Null





Program Example Flow





Operating Process Description

The program example is used to handle the SBC decoding and PWM voice signal output, which are executed in two interrupt programs. BFTM0_IRQHandler() executes the SBC decoding function and VOICE_TM_IRQHandler() executes the PWM voice signal output function.

The 320 words of voice data are decoded each time during the SBC decoding and the Ping-Pong buffer is used to store the 640 words of decoded voice data. When the main program detects that the play key has been pressed, it will pre-decode 2 segments of voice data to fill the ping-pong buffer and then start BFTM0_IRQHandler() and VOICE_TM_IRQHandler() to process subsequent decoding and PWM signal output tasks.




The program flow is shown in the following figure.





It should be noted that the decoding rate must be faster than the playing rate in applications, otherwise there will be no data to play resulting in a wrong sound being played. Therefore, depending on the operating frequency of the MCUs previously listed, the maximum voice sampling rate that can be supported may also be limited.

· Voice Signal Decoding

The SBC decoding is executed by BFTM0_IRQHandler(). Timer 0 in the Basic Function Timer Module is used to trigger an interrupt event at regular intervals. Every time, it will check whether the data in PingPongBuffer[0] or PingPongBuffer[1] has been read by the PWM. If it has not been completed, this interrupt will be ended; otherwise, the SBC decoding of the next voice data will be executed. After decoding, the value is adjusted according to the set volume and then converted into a voice resolution range compatible with the PWM output resolution and finally stored in the PingPongBuffer. The processing flow is shown in the following figure.





1. 320 words of voice data will be decoded each time during the SBC decoding.

2. The volume adjustment formula is as follows:



where









3. The formula to rescale to voice resolution is as follows:



where





· Voice Signal Output

This is the PWM output for the voice signal executed by VOICE_TM_IRQHandler(). The PWM modulation signal will be sent by the GPTM, MCTM or PWM module etc., depending upon the MCU. Use the selected module to send out two signals (PWM_A, PWM_B) whose carrier frequency is 64kHz and update the PWM pulse width when the interrupt is triggered.

Since the PWM carrier frequency is 64kHz, which is to say that the pulse width must be updated every 1⁄64000 seconds and the original voice does not have such a high sampling rate, therefore the voice data will be resampled by linear interpolation.

As shown in the following figure, the original voice data has a sampling rate of 16kHz and is resampled as 64kHz. (Each MCU supported sampling rate range is different, here we take 16kHz as an example.)










Secondary Development Instructions

· Step 1: Open an example program project created by the Voice Tool



· Step 2: Modify the function pin definition as required. The related files: key.h, PWM_CONFIG.H

HT_GPIOA

8



Take the PA1 pin as an example: To change the KEY_1_PORT from the original PB13 to PA8, the program content modification is shown in the figure above.



· Step 3: Modify or add a function

The related functions used for the key scanning and voice playing functions in the example program are located in the key.c file, which can be modified or added  according to requirements.



Conclusion

The HT32 MCU together with the Sub-Band Coding algorithm and the HT82V742 Audio PWM Driver IC are used to develop products with voice functions, making it easier for users to get started. The HT32 Voice Tool can provide a complete solution for voice compression, program and data download, voice decompression and playback, which can significantly reduce the user development time.
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For more information, consult to the Holtek official website: www.holtek.com.
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